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UPDATE - I have now tried the latest FASTCAM v2.0.18.3 and I also get the yellow dot. I also tried loading the
latest RVIZ (still v1.61) and I get a orange dot. Interestingly, when I load the latest version of FASTCAM

v2.0.18.3, I can open both. Other things to note, I am using a XSAN software (got the error message when I
tried Fastcam 5.10 on a box using Win 7 and XSAN 4.4) I have only one name on the Fastcam media, but there
are a total of 5 on the XSAN media. I did a new XSAN media with a random name (not the same as the one on
the Fastcam media) I thought I had updated the GPU driver, but I don't think it's been updated on this server
for years. Overall, I don't think it's a permissions issue, but I'll ask anyway. UPDATE 2: I tried the following:

Installed the version of FASTCAM that included the RVIZ fix. Installed the latest version of RSVG and use that to
render the image instead of RVIZ. Re-mounted the XSAN volume with the same name as the Fastcam volume.
Still yellow dot. I found a forum post that said to reboot the server (so I rebooted it, and it didn't help) I created

a clean install and I also get the yellow dot I tried with another user/password and a full user/pw, and still a
yellow dot I tried with a Windows 7 (32-bit) installation, and it works. I tried a Windows 7 (64-bit) installation,

and it works. I'm at a loss. I also tried increasing the cache size to 4G, still gets yellow dot. Update 3: I removed
the video card driver and re-ran the XSAN software. I installed the latest drivers from XSAN (I had the latest

version but not the latest drivers). I also updated the software with the latest drivers from the XSAN site. Still
yellow dot. Update 4: I installed the xsan tool and I can open both FASTCAM and the XSAN media without issue.

I also tried xsan cache
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